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Abstract We review four broad lines of research on
couplings between sensorimotor and cognitive aging, with
an emphasis on methodological concerns. First, correla-
tional cross-sectional and longitudinal data indicate increas-
ing associations between sensorimotor and cognitive
aspects of behavior with advancing age. Second, older
adults show greater performance decrements than young
adults when sensorimotor and cognitive tasks or task
components need to be performed concurrently rather than
in isolation. Third, aerobic fitness interventions produce
positive transfer effects on cognition that are particularly
pronounced for tasks with high demands on attention and
executive control. Fourth, neuroscience findings from
animal models and humans have identified aging-sensitive
structural and functional circuitries that support cognitive
functions and are enhanced by higher levels of sensorimo-
tor functioning. We conclude that sensorimotor and
cognitive aging are causally related and functionally
interdependent and that age-associated increments in
cognitive resource demands of sensorimotor functioning
are malleable by experience.
Keywords Cognitive aging .Motor aging . Brain aging .
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Normal aging is associated with losses in the functional
integrity of sensory, sensorimotor, and cognitive domains.
Each of these losses has been studied extensively at
behavioral and physiological levels of analysis. However,
considerably less attention has been paid to the question
whether senescent changes are causally shared and func-
tionally coupled across domains [53]. In this review, we
present causal and functional couplings between sensori-
motor and cognitive aging. We report evidence from
correlational studies, dual-task experiments, aerobic fit-
ness interventions, and select neuroscience work in
animals and humans, and we also discuss methodological
issues that should be considered when conducting this
kind of research. Findings from all of these disparate
lines of research converge on the notion that sensorimo-
tor and cognitive aging form an intricate link and are
malleable by experience.
Adult age differences in correlations
among sensorimotor, sensory, and cognitive
performance
Aging is associated with decrements in cognitive and
sensorimotor functioning [51, 68]. In addition, several
correlational studies have reported an increase in the
association between sensory, sensorimotor, and cognitive
functions from early adulthood to old age [2, 3, 9, 53]. On
the sensory and sensorimotor side, measures included
visual acuity, auditory acuity, grip strength, strength in the
lower limbs, and forced expiratory volume; one study also
included the tactile modality [48]. Using hierarchical linear
regression, Baltes and Lindenberger [9] assessed the
proportion of shared variance between sensory functioning,
operationalized as visual and auditory acuity, and intelli-
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gence, which was assessed by 14 tests indicating perceptual
speed, reasoning, episodic memory, verbal knowledge, and
verbal fluency. On average, the proportion of interindivid-
ual differences in intelligence associated with sensory
functioning increased from 11% in 25- to 69-year-olds to
31% in older ages (70–103 years). Moreover, in the sample
of older adults, sensory functioning was a stronger predictor
of psychometric intelligence than a comprehensive set of
sociobiographical factors.
Based on these correlational associations and informed
by theoretical conceptions about biological aging, Anstey
and Smith [2] and Anstey et al. [3] have hypothesized that
sensory and sensorimotor declines may precede and predict
cognitive decline. Similarly, Lindenberger and Baltes [53]
have proposed that some of the brain mechanisms causing
senescent changes are shared among sensory, sensorimotor,
and cognitive functions, but have refrained from assigning
temporal or causal priority to any of the three domains
(“common cause hypothesis”). If mechanisms of biological
aging compromise the functional integrity of the brain in
some general way or affect specific structures or processes
of the brain that are implicated in sensory, sensorimotor,
and cognitive functions, then these functions will show
various degrees of senescent covariation, depending upon
the relative importance of shared causality. One particular
mechanism proposed in this context are neurochemical
changes leading to lower signal-to-noise ratios, less distinct
representations, and a generalized dedifferentiation of
functional brain states [47, 49].
However, in interpreting these findings, the inferential
limitations of cross-sectional data sets need to be taken into
account. As has been recognized for quite some time [31,
32, 38, 71], the prominence of developmental mechanisms
common to different domains or the dimensionality of
developmental change cannot be ascertained by cross-
sectional correlational methods [31, 32, 34, 37, 39, 44,
54, 77]. The degree to which two variables are correlated in
an age-heterogeneous data set is strongly influenced by the
similarity of their mean age trends and the association
between the two variables that is orthogonal to age [54, 77].
In connection to this, the degree to which individual
differences in one variable predict age-related variance in
another is a quadratic function of the partial correlation
between the two variables controlling for age [54].
Longitudinal panel data circumvent some, but not all, of
the shortcomings of cross-sectional data. If loss in function
is driven by causes shared across domains, interindividual
differences in change ought to be correlated across
domains. This prediction has received partial support by
multivariate longitudinal structural equation modeling
analyses that found moderate to strong correlations among
changes in sensory and cognitive functioning [4, 5, 28]. For
example, Ghisletta and Lindenberger [28] found that age
changes in two sensory abilities, close vision and distance
vision, and two intellectual abilities, perceptual speed and
verbal knowledge, were correlated across a period of up to
6 years in a sample of old and very old adults. Moreover,
the analysis of dynamic change components using nonlin-
ear equations provided tentative evidence that neither
domain was dominating change in the other because lead–
lag relations went in both directions [28].
When evidence based on cross-sectional and traditional
longitudinal panel research designs is brought to bear upon
questions regarding within-person developmental dynamics
and dimensionality, the assumption is made that between-
person structures generalize to within-person structures [55,
57]. For example, the notion of common causation in the
context of sensory, sensorimotor, and cognitive aging
primarily refers to domain-general mechanisms operating
across time within aging individuals, rather than to forces
operating between individuals that are subject to senescent
changes. Generalizing from between-person to within-
person variation is legitimate only when certain formal
conditions, often summarized under the heading of ergo-
dicity, are met [34, 54, 55, 64, 65]. Testing this assumption
empirically requires dramatic shifts in research strategy and
statistical methodology that change the empirical base of
developmental analyses from interindividual differences to
intraindividual variations [50, 54, 55, 57, 58, 62, 64]. First,
single individuals have to be assessed repeatedly and
intensively on measures of interest so that within- and
across-domain associations and temporal dynamics can be
estimated within single persons. The similarity and age
dependence of within-person structures and their match to
between-person structure can then be gauged in a second
step. First steps in this research direction have been
undertaken. With respect to the link between sensorimotor
and cognitive performance, Li et al. [50] demonstrated in a
sample of older adults (mean=75.71 years, SD=6.93 years)
that the magnitude of intraindividual biweekly variations in
walking performances and episodic memory was at least
half as great as the interindividual variation found across
persons. The level of intraindividual variation in walking
performance was higher among older persons in the sample
than among the younger ones. Moreover, the level of
intraindividual biweekly fluctuations in walking steps
predicted uniquely interindividual differences in text recall
above the prediction of the average walking performance.
These results speak for the importance of treating intra-
individual response variations as important empirical
variables that enhance an understanding of cognitive and
sensorimotor aging.
In another recently completed study [52], intraindividual
response variations in postural control and working
memory of 18 young adults and 18 older adults were
assessed across 45 days. Preliminary results showed that the
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cross-domain couplings of sensorimotor and cognitive
fluctuations observed within individuals across time dif-
fered strongly between persons. Cross-domain intraindivid-
ual couplings tended to be stronger for individuals of lower
postural control performance than for high-performing
individuals [35].
Experimental evidence on resource competition
between sensorimotor and cognitive aspects of behavior
Dual-task methodology is often used to examine
whether the execution of different tasks critically
depends on a common set of mechanisms acting as a
limited resource [79]. If sensorimotor aspects of behavior
require greater investments of cognitive resources with
advancing adult age, older adults should have greater
difficulties than young adults when sensorimotor and
cognitive tasks or task components need to be performed
conjointly rather than separately. Given that elementary
and coordinate aspects of sensory and sensorimotor
performance deteriorate with advancing age, it has been
argued that older adults need to invest increasing amounts
of cognitive resources into sensorimotor functioning.
Lindenberger et al. [56] denoted this tendency as the
aging-induced permeation of sensorimotor functioning
with cognition (see also early remarks by Alan Welford
[78], pp. 186–187). For instance, when crossing a busy
street, an average 85-year-old adult will need to invest
more cognitive resources into sensory and sensorimotor
aspects of behavior than an average 20-year-old adult.
Hence, the older adults may be forced to interrupt a
conversation with a friend and resume it only after the
street has been crossed.
Lindenberger et al. [56] and Li et al. [46] listed a number
of criteria that should be met to assess adult age differences
in functional interdependencies between sensorimotor and
cognitive domains of functioning with high internal and
external validity. To increase the internal validity of claims
regarding age differences in dual-task costs (DTCs), it is
advisable to administer single and dual tasks at overlapping
levels of difficulty [40] or to equate young and old
participants on single-task performance by means of
adaptive testing procedures or differential task exposure
[38]. In addition, it is generally more appropriate to express
DTCs in relative, rather than absolute, terms (e.g., as
percentage of loss relative to single-task performance; cf.
[8]). To enhance generalizability (e.g., external validity),
the tasks used in the laboratory should mimic the kind of
challenges encountered in everyday multitasking situations.
Also, research participants should be explicitly instructed to
focus more strongly on one task than on the other to test the
extent to which resource allocation variations are amenable
to conscious control or automatically triggered by task
affordances. Many of the studies reported below conform to
most of these criteria.
Lindenberger et al. [56] instructed groups of young (20–
30 years), middle-aged (40–50 years), and old (60–70 years)
adults in an imagery-based mnemonic technique for the
serial recall of word lists, and then trained skilled memory
performance with this technique until participants in all age
groups approximated or attained a prespecified criterion
performance. Individuals were also asked to walk as
quickly and accurately as possible on two narrow tracks
of different path complexity. Training of both component
tasks under single-task conditions assured that participants
were familiar with the tasks before initiation of the dual-
task phase. Age-based increments in DTCs were already
noticeable among middle-aged adult relative to young
adults, and further increased from middle-aged adults to
old age, both with respect to walking and with respect to
memory performance (see Fig. 1). Apparently, the aging-
induced de-automatization of sensorimotor functioning and
the concurrent increase in cognitive control demands is not
confined to the age periods of old and very old but can be
observed throughout the adult life span, if the difficulty of
the sensorimotor task is sufficiently high.
Li et al. [45] replicated and extended these findings in
20- to 30- and 60- to 75-year-old adults, again combining
skilled memory performance with walking on a narrow oval
track. At times, task complexity was adjusted to each
individual’s single-task performance level by varying
presentation times for memory items (memory task) or by
placing obstacles on the track (walking task). Performance
in both age groups deteriorated when the two tasks had to
be performed concurrently under difficult task conditions.
Age differences in DTCs were more pronounced in the
memory task than in the walking task, suggesting that older
adults prioritized the sensorimotor domain, possibly to
protect themselves from falls. This performance pattern was
interpreted as an adaptive application of resources by the
older age group, since falls can lead to severe consequences
in the elderly [73].
Brown et al. [15] compared young and older adults’
ability to stabilize their posture in four conditions of
postural threat while concurrently performing a spatial
working memory task. In addition, the authors measured
galvanic skin conductance to indicate changes in physio-
logical arousal. An index of task prioritization was
calculated, based on relative changes in cognitive and
balance performance across testing conditions. In agree-
ment with Li et al. [45], the authors found that older adults
were more likely to prioritize postural control over
secondary task performance under conditions of increased
postural threat than younger adults were. Related findings
by Krampe et al. [43] suggest that the ability to adaptively
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allocate resources to sensorimotor vs cognitive aspects of
behavior is preserved to some degree at least in adults
suffering from Alzheimer’s disease with a dysexecutive
syndrome. When asked to perform a working memory task
while keeping an upright posture on a moving balance
platform, dementia patients and older adults showed little or
no reductions in their postural stability while their memory
performance decreased significantly.
In another dual-task study, Brauer et al. [13] compared
balance-impaired and healthy older adults. The balance
task consisted of stabilizing oneself after mild balance
disturbances caused by sudden movements of a platform.
The secondary task required that participants reacted
verbally to auditory stimuli. As revealed by delayed
reactions to the auditory stimuli, balance recovery re-
quired more attention in the balance-impaired than in the
healthy group. In addition, while balance performance
remained unaltered among the healthy adults, the balance-
impaired older adults took longer to regain balance under
dual-task than under single-task conditions. The authors
argue that concurrent attentional demands may result in
postural instability and contribute to falls among balance-
impaired elderly individuals [60].
However, performance does not always decrease when
cognitive and sensorimotor tasks are performed concurrent-
ly. Huxhold et al. [36] could show that young and older
adults swayed less when they were concurrently performing
an easy cognitive task relative to a single-task baseline,
where the focus of attention was explicitly directed toward
the postural control task itself. When the cognitive task was
more demanding, older adults showed an increase in their
body sway, but young adults did not. The authors note that
mild forms of dual-tasking may be the rule for many
manifestations of sensorimotor functions in everyday life.
Therefore, performing a concurrent cognitive task that is
relatively low in cognitive demand may benefit postural
control by directing individuals’ overt attention away from
postural control processes that are usually carried out
automatically. However, further increments in the cognitive
demands of the secondary task will eventually result in
attentional resource competition, thereby hampering the
regulation of postural sway.
Lövdén et al. [59] asked younger and older men to walk
on a treadmill and learn their way through a virtual
mazelike museum that was projected in front of them.
Participants were either walking with or without support
(holding on to a handrail). Navigation load increased trunk-
angle variability for older adults only, indicating that their
gait was less stable when concurrently navigating in the
maze instead of only walking on the treadmill. At the same
time, age differences in navigational place learning were
more pronounced when participants were walking without
support (see Fig. 2). Specifically, handrail support had no
reliable effect on way-finding performance among young
adults but improved older adults’ performance, when
measured in distance walked to reach the learning criterion,
by about 25%.
In sum, age-comparative studies suggest that interde-
pendencies between sensorimotor and cognitive tasks or
task components increase from early to late adulthood.
Fig. 1 Age differences in dual-task costs during cognitive and
sensorimotor performance. The left panel depicts dual-task costs in
walking speed, and the right panel depicts dual-task costs in memory
performance. For the walking task, participants either walked on an
oval track (low task complexity) or on an aperiodic track (high task
complexity). Error bars depict standard errors of the mean. Modified
after [56]
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Apparently, sensorimotor aspects of behavior are more
attention-demanding in older adults than in young adults,
and attentional resources are reduced. As suggested by the
cognitive permeation hypothesis of sensorimotor perfor-
mance, these two tendencies lead to increased competition
between sensorimotor and cognitive tasks or task compo-
nents for scarce attentional resources. To some extent, older
adults appear to cope with increasing and ubiquitous
resource competition by deliberately shifting attention to
either cognitive or sensorimotor aspects of behavior,
depending upon task emphasis. However, deliberate re-
source allocation may be overruled by mandatory invest-
ments of attentional resources into sensorimotor aspects of
behavior when physical integrity is at stake [60].
From body to mind? Effects of aerobic fitness
on cognition
Correlational and experimental studies reviewed so far
point to an increasingly close connection between senso-
rimotor and cognitive domains of functioning with
advancing adult age. This age-associated trend raises the
question whether intervention-related improvements in one
of these two domains are accompanied by improvements
in the other. For at least two reasons, such positive across-
domain transfer effects seem theoretically plausible. First,
increasing efficiency of processes in either domain should
reduce competition for attentional resources. That is, if
sensorimotor functioning demands less attention through
sensorimotor intervention or if attentional processes
become more efficient through cognitive intervention,
then these changes should reduce resource competition,
with potentially beneficial effects on performance in the
other domain. Second, to the extent that sensorimotor and
cognitive aspects of behavior partly influence and depend
on a common substrate such as the prefrontal cortices of
the brain, interventions in either of the two domains may
come to light as more or less viable access routes to
ameliorate the functional status of the substrate, which in
turn may positively affect functioning in both domains.
Empirically, the route from sensorimotor interventions
to cognitive effects, especially if targeted at aerobic
fitness, appears to be more promising than the route from
cognitive interventions to sensorimotor effects. Several
cross-sectional studies with older adults suggest a link
between physical fitness and cognitive performance [10,
11, 17, 23, 33]. For instance, studies by Spirduso [74] and
by Spirduso and Clifford [75] showed that older racquet
sportsmen or older runners were significantly faster on
simple choice and movement response times than older
nonexercisers. Furthermore, in a prospective longitudinal
study with 30 volunteers approaching age 65, Rogers et al.
[72] found that individuals who participated in regular
physical activities sustained more constant levels of
cerebral blood flow and higher cognitive performance
scores than those who did not participate in regular physical
activities.
More recently, planned interventions have been carried
out to directly examine the effects of changes in aerobic
fitness on cognitive performance among older adults.
Several reviews that summarize this line of research are
available [18, 20, 25, 26, 29, 30, 62]. Colcombe and
Kramer [18] performed a meta-analysis including 18
intervention studies published between 1966 and 2001.
Overall, aerobic fitness training was found to have robust
but selective benefits for cognition. The magnitude of these
effects was moderated by factors like the type of interven-
tion, duration of the fitness training intervention, duration
of training sessions, and sex. Specifically, the beneficial
effects of fitness training were found to be most pro-
nounced for executive processes, followed by spatial and
speeded tasks. Also, individuals who participated in
combined strength and aerobic training regimes improved
their cognitive performance reliably more than individuals
who only trained one fitness regime. Relatively brief
training programs with an average of 2 months provided
about as much of an effect on cognitive performance as
moderate training, but not quite as much as long-term
training programs that lasted more than 6 months. Programs
with sessions lasting for more than 30 min of training were
more effective than programs with shorter sessions. Finally,
effects of fitness training on cognitive performance were
greater with samples that contained more women than men
Fig. 2 Age differences in navigation performance vary by walking
support. The two bars to the left depict navigation performance
(distance walked until criterion is reached) when participants were
allowed to use a handrail, while the other two bars to the right depict
navigation performance participants were walking without support.
Error bars depict standard errors of the mean. Modified after [59]
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and when participants belonged to the mid-old age category
(i.e., 66–70 years).
Interestingly, a recent meta-regression analysis
reported by Etnier et al. [26] failed to support the
hypothesis that improvements in aerobic fitness contribute
to improvements in cognitive performance. The authors
investigated the relationship between fitness effect sizes
and cognitive effect sizes across different studies. No
significant linear or curvilinear relationship between
fitness effect sizes and cognitive effect sizes was found
for studies using cross-sectional designs or posttest
comparisons. In addition, across intervention studies, the
authors found a significant negative relation between
aerobic fitness and cognitive performance effect sizes for
pre–post comparisons. In other words, intervention studies
showing relatively large improvements in cardiovascular
fitness showed rather less pronounced increases in
cognitive performance and vice versa. The authors
conclude that future research should investigate the
dose–response relationship between aerobic fitness and
cognitive performance in greater detail.
We fully agree that the functional relation between
changes in fitness and changes in cognition is far from
being fully understood and needs further study. At the same
time, it needs to be noted that the results of meta-regression
analyses of the kind reported by Etnier et al. [26] are open
to a great variety of possible interpretations. When
regressing different effect sizes across different studies onto
another, the outcome will partly depend on the ratio of
between-person differences in cognitive performance and
between-person differences in aerobic fitness within indi-
vidual studies. From a multilevel modeling perspective, the
results represent level 2 effects and may not be congruent
with level 1 effects (e.g., did those individuals within a
study who improved more in fitness also improve more in
cognition than other individuals within the same study who
improved less in fitness?). For instance, the various studies
used different cognitive tasks and different fitness mea-
sures, and those studies that used more change-sensitive
fitness measures may have used less change-sensitive
cognitive measures, perhaps reflecting the differences in
the primary field of expertise of different research teams.
Thus, the interpretability of meta-regression analyses is
restricted by differences in task design, measurement
reliability, and sample characteristics. To obtain a better
understanding of the closeness and functional form of the
fitness–cognition link, the fine-grained investigation of the
dose–response relationships between aerobic fitness and
cognitive performance envisioned by Etnier et al. [26] is
best undertaken at the within-person level.
Generally, aerobic fitness intervention studies are con-
ducted with cognitively healthy older adults who do not
engage in regular physical activity before the intervention
[41, 42, 61, 66]. These individuals are then assigned
randomly to an exercise or a control group. If the cognitive
performance of the exercise group improves more strongly
than the performance of the control group, this improve-
ment is likely to be caused by exercise itself or by factors
associated with exercise. For instance, Kramer et al. [42]
randomly assigned 124 previously sedentary adults aged 60
to 75 years either to an aerobic (walking) or an anaerobic
(stretching) exercise group. In either case, training lasted
over a period of 6 months. Cognitive tasks aimed at
assessing executive control processes such as planning,
scheduling, inhibiting, maintaining, and coordinating infor-
mation were administered before and after the intervention.
At posttest, cardiovascular fitness, as indexed by the
maximum rate of oxygen consumption, had improved in
the walking group but not in the stretching group. In the
cognitive domain, performance on task conditions that
assess executive control processes improved significantly
among individuals in the aerobic exercise group, but did
not improve among individuals in the stretching group. At
the same time, performance on task conditions that impose
lower demands on executive control such as simple reaction
time did not differ between the two exercise groups at
posttest. This apparent specificity of the aerobic training
may help to explain why Madden et al. [61], who used tests
of attention and episodic memory, failed to find improve-
ments in cognitive performance as a function of aerobic
exercise intervention.
Moul et al. [66] assigned 30 sedentary older adults to
either a walking group, a weight training group, or a
placebo control group and asked the two exercise groups to
train for 30–60 min, 5 days/week over a period of 16 weeks.
At baseline and after the 16 weeks of training, individuals
in all groups were tested with the Ross Information
Processing Assessment test, which consists of ten subtests
measuring memory, temporal and spatial orientation, and
problem solving skills. Individuals in the walking group
showed significant improvements in maximum oxygen
consumption, whereas individuals in the other groups did
not. In the exercise group, cognitive improvements were
found as well, whereas both the weight training and the
control groups showed little change in cognitive tests
scores. Follow-up analyses revealed that the cognitive
improvements in the walking group were primarily due to
significant improvements in the two most attention-
demanding dimensions of the test.
Hawkins et al. [30] asked younger and older adults to
perform time-sharing and attentional flexibility tasks. In
one study, individuals who participated in a 10-week
aquatic exercise program showed substantially greater
improvements in alternation speed and time-sharing effi-
ciency than same-aged participants in the control group.
Again, the two groups did not differ in the amount of
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improvements in single-task performance, suggesting that
the effect of exercise was specific to dual-task processing.
What are the mechanisms that mediate the beneficial
effects of aerobic fitness interventions on cognitive perfor-
mance? Why is it the case that these effects appear to be
especially pronounced for tasks that assess the efficiency of
executive control? Several lines of research point to
relevant brain areas and mechanisms but their relative
importance has not yet been fully understood. With respect
to human evidence, a recent cross-sectional study by
Colcombe et al. [19] examined older adults’ brain tissue
density as a function of age and aerobic fitness. Robust
declines in tissue densities with age were found in the
frontal, parietal, and temporal cortices. These losses were
substantially reduced in individuals with greater aerobic
fitness, even after controlling for potentially confounding
variables such as years of education. The attenuating effects
of aerobic fitness on age-based reductions in tissue density
were most pronounced for brain areas that showed the
strongest negative association between tissue density and
age. In other words, the brain areas that were highly
susceptible to normal aging also turned out to be more
modifiable by fitness-related factors.
In sum, aerobic fitness appears to have beneficial
structural and functional consequences on the human cortex
and the prefrontal cortices, in particular, demonstrating the
continued existence of neural plasticity in adulthood and
old age. In support of this line of reasoning, it has been
found that improvements on cognitive task performance
observed after aerobic fitness interventions were accompa-
nied by concomitant changes in patterns of cortical
activation while performing these tasks. Apparently, acti-
vation patterns of older adults are more similar to those of
young adults after the intervention [21]. Moreover, in a
study with young adults, learning to juggle led to transient
increases in gray matter in brain regions that presumably
code visual motion information [22]. Taken together, this
evidence underscores the continued existence of cortical
plasticity in adulthood and old age.
Animal models with rodents have examined changes in
cognitive performance and brain functioning as a function
of enriched environments and aerobic exercise. Increased
aerobic fitness in these animals is associated with increases
in capillary density in the cerebellum [12], enhanced
cortical high-affinity choline uptake and increased dopa-
mine receptor density [27], increased brain-derived neuro-
trophin factor gene expression [1, 67], and with increases in
the number of new cells in the hippocampus [16, 76]. It
seems plausible that some of the cellular, molecular, and
neurochemical mechanisms observed in rodents also oper-
ate in humans and contribute to the sensorimotor, percep-
tual, and cognitive changes in response to aerobic fitness
interventions. In fact, such mechanisms may act as common
cause [53] that affects performance across different
domains of functioning. At the same time, the relative
importance of different mechanisms, such as angiogenesis
and synaptogenesis, remains to be explored. High-field
structural and functional magnetic resonance tomography,
including magnetic resonance spectroscopy to measure
metabolites of synaptogenesis such as N-acetylaspartate,
N-acetylaspartylglutamate, glutamate, and taurine, may help
to clarify these issues.
Mind and body in old age: integration and future
research directions
This review has discussed the connection between senso-
rimotor and cognitive functions in old age. Based on the
available evidence, we conclude that normal aging strength-
ens the link between the two functional domains through
two separable but closely connected and interacting
developmental processes.
First, there can be no doubt that the functional link
between sensorimotor and cognitive domains increases with
advancing adult age. As basic and coordinative sensory and
sensorimotor mechanisms become increasingly less effi-
cient and more error-prone with advancing age, sensorimo-
tor skills with a considerable degree of automaticity, such as
the crossing of a busy street, increasingly de-automatize
and disassemble so that their execution imposes increas-
ingly high demands on mechanisms of cognitive control
such as attentional and executive processes. At the same
time, mechanisms of cognitive control also undergo marked
deterioration with advancing age. Thus, behavioral aging is
marked by the quandary of increasing demands on
decreasing resources [56]. Note that the dynamics of this
developmental process would lead to increasingly close
connections between sensorimotor and cognitive aspects of
behavior even if brain changes associated with functional
losses in these domains were completely separate.
Second, the etiological link between sensorimotor and
cognitive domains of functioning is also increasing with
advancing adult age. Evidently, the anatomical, chemical,
and functional changes of the aging brain often transcend
the terminological and conceptual boundaries that separate
sensory, motor, perceptual, and cognitive aspects of
behavior. Older brains show signs of neural decline, like
cerebral atrophy in the frontal cortex, gray matter loss [70],
losses in structural connectivity, decreases in dopamine
receptor density [6, 7], and demyelination ([69]; for a
summary, see [68]). In addition, changes in functional
connectivity can be observed. To the extent that these
changes affect more than one domain of functioning, they
limit performance across domains, and qualify as a
common cause [53].
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In this situation, the benefits of aerobic exercise may
affect both functional and etiological connections between
body and mind. From a functional perspective, aerobic
exercise may reduce the attentional demands of sensorimo-
tor functioning by strengthening the limbs and aiding
coordination and postural control mechanisms [63], thereby
alleviating the attentional mortgage of the body on the
mind. From an etiological perspective, aerobic exercise
may provoke anatomic, chemical, and functional alterations
in the brain that counteract senescent changes in the brain,
and thereby enhance aspects of cognitive performance that
show pronounced losses with age, such as attentional
control. Interestingly, cognitive interventions generally
have resulted in less consistent and less generalizable
performance gains on cognition than fitness interventions.
Moreover, the potential effect of cognitive interventions on
various aspects of sensorimotor performance, such as
postural control under dual-task conditions, has not been
investigated so far.
Future studies need to shed further light on functional
and etiological links between sensorimotor and cognitive
aging and their interaction. First, aerobic fitness inter-
ventions should assess cognitive performance before and
after fitness training with and without the concurrent
performance of an attentionally challenging sensorimotor
task such as walking on a narrow track or balancing on
an ankle-disc board. If aerobic fitness interventions
reduce the attentional demands of sensorimotor tasks,
in addition to cognition-enhancing effects on the brain,
then intervention effects should be more pronounced for
cognitive tasks performed during sensorimotor chal-
lenge. Second, intervention effects may be further
enhanced by combining aerobic training with cognitive
tasks that activate, in part, the same brain structures that
have been found to be altered by aerobic exercise. In
other words, and as suggested by ingenious animal
models [14, 24], combinations of sensorimotor and
cognitive intervention may prove to be more effective
than either intervention in itself. Third, the diminishing
returns of aerobic fitness on cognitive performance
deserve greater attention. It needs to be ascertained
more precisely whether fitness gains become inconse-
quential for cognition if fitness exceeds a certain
threshold. Taken together, these lines of research will
help us to further understand the intimate and intricate
links between a healthy body and a healthy mind.
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